
Dear Dave, 	 6/4/77 
"Inventory of the heeprds of the Presidential Commission on the Assassination of 

President Kennedy*" the National Archites 1973 book, is en argument not an inventory. 
It is not an inventory because it is not complete. Aa with the Commission's actual 

working papers. 

These may be lumped under meaningless descriptions and thus invisible but this is 
not the purpose of an invenotry. 

There is simple factual inaccuracy, ranging from the wrong date of the WASU Oswald 
film (it was d/15/63, not 8/16) - and the fact of the inclusion of the WWI, film is emitted. 
to misidentifications, like the 16mm Wolper film beings described as that of a single • 
amateur photograph whereas it is the Wolper selection from the Dal as Cinema Associate& 
collection of film (See N.). 

Rather than being se impartial, neutral, this work is eonolasory. it *Metes cona 
elusions and descriptions and opinions as fact. 

11, The tangent elongle pert is the one and the only one readily available elsewhere. 
What was not readily available remains EMriaMKniht 
IA hardly led to by perusal of this book. Its list is of acme of the,Commission numbered 
documents only. Here it is en improvement over tbo original form. The original FBI gobble-
degook of Isse-Ilarvey Oswald.anternal Security-USSR and cometimes Cuba is replaced by a 
ahprt refledtipn of some of tie costa:it. Those numbered documents not printed by the WC, example GT 1, are not included in this listing. 

It appears that one has to nave the subject-aatte: knowledge that makes the book virtually valmelbss to be able to Obtain any value from it. 
TM average person can learn and obtain little from it. 
It is swan appropriate that the printing on the *over and spine of the book are almost white on white and not easily legible. 


